GENERAL
Our company (Prognosticks LTD), which is the owner of this website, offers its
services under the following terms of use, which apply to the whole of
www.betguns.com content. The user pages and our website services should read
carefully the terms and conditions of service following before visiting or using the
pages and our services, given that this is an agreement between us and the
respective use and is absolutely binding. The user is sufficient to accept only once
these conditions.
The www.betguns.com may at any time unilaterally amend the following terms
and conditions of use without warning, simply by updating this with the relevant
legal information. For this reason users should check every time the moment for
changes.
If the user does not agree with all terms and conditions mentioned herein, or any
future amendments on them, we should not proceed with the entry - visit - use of
our website and to the left. Otherwise, during which continues his tour or use the
pages and our services, it is presumed that everyone unconditionally accepts the
terms and any amendments thereto and agrees to them.
CONTENT
All content of www.betguns.com (eg. Text, images, sounds, graphics, charts,
advertisements etc. - indicatively and not exhaustively mentioned) is purely for
information, news and entertainment. Advertisements and other information
contained in this and provided to the user (of all types information, articles, news,
studies, statistics, etc. - indicatively and not exhaustively mentioned) is only
advisory, information and promotional, and perform only informative and
recreational purposes.
The website contains and makes subjective judgments, estimates and personal
views, which is never and can not be interpreted, as advice, encouragement,
exhortation, instructions for requests for user involvement in any kind betting and
gambling of any kind. Also, any information provided to the user via this website
in no way constitutes a guarantee and does not provide or aspires to make money.

Instead, at the discretion of the user on own a personal evaluation of any
information placed at a him via our a website to act on its own willingness and
appreciation, excluding any our own accountability for their own actions or
omissions of. Note that www.betguns.com assumes no responsibility and does not
guarantee the user the efficiency and validity of information, forecasts, statistics,
prognostic, of the news and all informational data contained on this. Also refers to
that the information provided provided to the user through our own page, placed
at us by third parties in and hence the www.betguns.com are not a position to
verify of that information and to guaranteed the their complete accuracy. If
therefore the user takes in any bet or participating in any game of chance is, each
relevant energy or its failure in that direction, and after a careful reading and the
complete accepting of the terms hereof be presumed as a product of his own will
and evaluation . In such a case the user is himself would bears the risk and our
sole responsibility for any its economic loss. The www.betguns.com in no case
provides carrying out services of or mounting of bets fixed or variable return and
no placement or participation in a tendering procedure or of competitions betting
or of bets whatever kind prohibited to become through him, by anyone in,
according with all applicable laws and the provisions in force of the domestic, of
the European and international of bets conducting law on of fixed or variable
efficiency.

Liability – Restrictions
The www.betguns.com expressly and rigorously prohibits the use of his services to
individuals who are below 18 years of age (minors), and 21 years of age for Greece
and emphasizes that the use of the services offered to him and it is addressed
exclusively to adult on the basis law. Is noted that in case where we find out a user
has entered on our website by stating false with respect to his age elements, we
reserve the right to delete it directly without any need for prior warning or to
preclude access to the services of our of pages but does our ability to be a
commitment for by us or our legal obligation. So, in case of use of our services by
minors, by no means the responsibility rests with www.betguns.com, contrary

exclusively are responsible guardians of such users who are engaged statutory
with the a duty to protect minors from services us. Using www.betguns.com
becomes under the sole responsibility of the user where that party accepts that
all relevant information and services are offered to him as they are, without any
warranty, an express or implied. The publishers, Contributors include, journalists,
and which associates who can involved in the creation of written material for the
account of www.betguns.com, bear no responsibility for compensation in case
probability, indirect or direct loss money or future damage any kind, on the
contrary, have the right be moved civil or penal (if appropriate), through legal
action, against of any who would discredit or calumniated or misinformed or
misrepresentation verbally or in writing in any form content of our website. Our
company best efforts that all information and all content of www.betguns.com be
covered by precisely as possible and clarity, both in timeliness, and as to the
completeness and correctness, data for which nor commits nor guarantee, and
therefore bears no responsibility of any kind. In no circumstances, including and
negligence, will not is liability of www.betguns.com for any damage caused to
user by reason the use of our website. More specifically, our company and does
not accept of any liability about decisions of any user of our services may involve
participation in any way in this bulletins or bulletin or betting of any kind as well
as any economic risk participation in such a bet, incurred or to be undertaken by
any user of our services under the advices, feedback, information, news,
prognostics and results provided or displayed in any manner from
www.betguns.com. The user uses the services we provide his personal exclusively
responsibility of passing of the information supplied to him based on the its own a
personal evaluation , judgment and assessment. In the event that continuous
successful provision or prognosis, then no incur liability of our company if any turn
the successful predictions or forecasts temporarily or definitively discontinued for
any reason. Our company does not guarantee explicitly or implicitly that the
pages, services, choices and contents will be provided www.betguns.com forever,
without interruption, without errors and that all errors are will corrected always
and indeed successfully. Also, not we accept no liability about any delays, failures,
interruptions, or damages, any data or information relevant to our web page. The
Prognostics LTD does not guarantee that this website your site or other affiliated

websites or even servers via which the its content is made available to any user or
visitor does not containing "viruses" or any other harmful ingredients. Accordingly,
any damage occurs, derived from the above, the cost for eventual restoration,
correction or servicing will taken over by the user or visitor. Our company retains
the right to modify, suspend or discontinue, provisionally or permanently, partly
or wholly, its services www.betguns.com for users, with or without prior notice.
The www.betguns.com takes no responsibility towards users or any third party
in case of random modification, suspension or interruption of services. However
note that our website will provide its departments to user with all the diligence,
within of honest and standard practices that have been configured in the
information exchange the fields by electronic means, but if for any reason force
majeure (such as determined by theory of legal science, the applicable legislation
and case law) becomes it impossible the continuation of providing of our services,
our company would not is responsible. Each time the user gains access to any
portion of www.betguns.com, agrees not to redistribute any information is
contained on the pages and that it will acts according to these terms, whose has
complete of knowledge and has have already accepted. As set forth was then in
detail, our company is not responsible on the content of other sites, in which are
likely to lead to connections included in www.betguns.com, therefore we are not
responsible for of any kind loss incurred by the usage of services, which had
access via the www.betguns.com, given that that any potential damaging for the
such services provided by other companies and not from our own.

ADVERTISING – LINKS
The www.betguns.com retains the entitled to provide advertising space (free or
paid) for companies that want to promote their products or services. The services
of the advertised companies addressed only to users who living in countries
where the use such services not contrary to the law. Noted that our Company
is not oblige and therefore does not examine the legality or not promotional
material (beyond the obvious legal Royalty infringement cases would become
anyhow understood even by the average citizen) and therefore not our

responsibility for the attributed any form of. Related with the advertisements
not case constitute a incentive to purchase of products or services that
advertised. In particular, in general advertising or photographic material contained
in the through our pages shall not constitute and can not be regarded as a
suggestion, advice, motivation or instruction by in order to participate any user
and not in games of chance. The www.betguns.com bears no responsibility for
services provided by the companies who displayed to our website, the user on
his own initiative decides to make using these utilities, then he gains a direct and
exclusive contact advertiser.
Also, www.betguns.com does not have any liability for the communication of the
user with third party services advertised in this and any commercial transaction
that may occur from their relationship.
The our website may contain, besides advertisements, and links to other websites
and electronic addresses, which can have advertising content, character or
purpose and not responsible for the content of websites, in which is likely to lead
connections that includes . The www.betguns.com in no case may they deemed as
adopting or accepts the content or the services of websites and pages referred to
in or linked to them in any other way. Any other website beyond the
www.betguns.com, in which can the user linked via our website, is not under
controlling of our company, thus not we responsible for the content, the quality
and the completeness of their service delivery. The www.betguns.com provides
these sponsored links as a convenience and informing the user he decides his own
a personal will and judgment whether to use of these and how. The inclusion of
an external link shall not imply any kind of a legal commitment or warranty for the
this website from our company. Accordingly, for any problem that presented when
using the from above described of websites (and not our company), the user
should contact direct into the corresponding companies, which bear the entire
relevant responsibility for to provide their services.

COPYRIGHT – PROPER AND LEGAL USE

The entire content of www.betguns.com notably any and every content displayed
on this website information, distinctive symbol of or verbal expression, database,
software component, text, image, design, icon, audio signal, moving image (video)
etc. (indicatively and not restrictively referred) belongs is owned by Prognosticks
LTD or third natural persons or legal entities that collaborate or promote the latter
by special agreement between them. The above content of our website being
protected by applicable relevant provision the Copyright Law of the Greek,
European and international law and made available strictly for personal use.
Clarified at this point that use of the www.betguns.com does not require
provision and transfer Royalty or licenses of www.betguns.com, with the
exception the limited right to use of our services, in application to the conditions
of use this. Is expressly prohibited and unreservedly (except in the case you has
been provided specific prior written permission of our company beneficiary the
individual owner of the copyright on order element) use, reproduction,
retransmission, copying, republication, distribution, publication, transmission,
execution , translation, translate, exploitation, loading (upload), configuration,
modification of pages www. betguns.com or broadcast, in any way, in whole or in
part or in summary, by any user or third be prohibited to viewing or
refoulement to the internet, even when accompanied by information that alleged
element derives from our website as and after printing to or distribution promote
of material forms to third persons even when it accompanied by the information
that the alleged element derives from our website. Lastly be prohibited to use of
any information provided to the user via our website for the construction
databases as well and storage of information on databases with a view to access
them from any natural or a legal person without to the written a consensus of the
beneficiary of our company . In view of the foregoing the visitor, user, or nonregistered member of our website has to comply with the from above prohibitions
and provisions of the Copyright Act, are obliged to respect the rules and
provisions of Greek, European and International Law and the relevant legislation
provisions governing telecommunications and the use of electronic media and
must be refrain from any misuse and abusive use of web content and services of

our website. Also, should behave decorously and discreetly during his visit and
when uses our website, also explicitly prohibited the adoption of unfair of
competition practices or other that go against to the Code of Conduct Users
INTERNET. Any loss incurred to our website or on the internet more generally
result from poor or improper use of services we offer on the user or visitor
through our website, this goes back to engages sole responsibility.

REGISTRATION - SERVICES - RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS
If the visitor of our web site wishes to register on the website www.betguns.com,
agrees to provide true, accurate, valid and complete information on the data
requested to subscribed and subsequent maintain up and inform the data the
registration, as to maintain them true, accurate, valid, current and complete. The
completing of the basic data on the registration form is essential and self
explanatory precondition for accepting a visitor as subscriber - member of our
website. Note that www.betguns.com provides users of subscriber services, only
on acceptance of all terms use present, the completion of the registration
process of the data as well as the payment of their pay contribution, as at times
be determined by our company and clearly written on our website. The user
during the registration process, choose a password and a user name for the
account. The everyone user is solely responsible keeping secret the password and
user name and has full and the exclusive responsibility of for each activity that
been done using his own code or user name. It is also responsible for the careful
use of account and typical exit from the account at the end of every fiscal year. In
every where appropriate the user be required to immediately inform the
www.betguns.com any unauthorized use of password (password) or login
(username). For their personal safety, users must enter sensitive personal data or
remaining additional personal information is, only in data were claimed from the
profile of the respectively entry fields for creating of their account.
The www.betguns.gr provides the possibility to subscribers to communicate and
present their opinions via conversations (chat), which should always be performed
under the terms and restrictions dictated by the Code of Conduct Users INTERNET,

to are governed by respectability, civility and discretion and do not to offend or
affect in any way by third parties. Possible infringement the above terms gives
www.betguns.gr the opportunity to delete a subscriber than this particular
service, if we notice any violation or if we recive complaints addressed by other
users. We inform users that the opinions may express everyone via online forums
are exclusively personal comment, the responsibility is on the person who types
these kind of comment.
In what may appear convercation or forums they do not represent in no case our
own opinions and thereby it can not be considered as adopted by
www.betguns.com . Our H website bears no responsibility, nor can correct and
doing any control in messages exchanged between the subscribers. However, any
subscriber, visitor, or user of www.betguns.com services affect directly or
indirectly from any of subscribers comments might contact us so that proceed to
the immediate deletion. We ask Sorry in advance for any comments that may
affect some (up until deleted) and we ask understanding, and is perceived that
they alive web conversations which we are not able to control always. Our
company informs users of www.betguns.com that they must to make good use of
the services of our website (indicatively mentioned of online the discussions
(chat), the electronic conferences (forum), the personnel of electronicmail address
(email), etc.) and to use these according to the Greek, European and international
legislation and in accordance with the good faith and morality. Is expressly and
strictly prohibited the trafficking through our website of pornographic, obscene
and generally illegal material while are prohibited the comments that produce
violence and all forms of offensive, abusive, defamatory and racist
characterizations, or comments and ratings that violate general personality,
personal data and intellectual property rights of third parties or other users,
visitors and our subscribers. We specify that such comments are against the law
and are considered criminal acts. Recall that such behavior contrary to the law
are criminal offenses. The subscribers our website will remain responsible for all
acts carried out by personal e-mail address (email) and more generally made from
their account. To www.betguns.com not responsible for the any damage or injury,
material or moral, resulting from the inability of the subscribers to respect and

follow this provision. Users and subscribers understand and accept in advance
that by making use of our above-described of services could be exposed to illegal,
immoral or offensive comments content, of expressions and general behaviors
that may have been published by another user or subscriber. Also they understand
that in such cases of unlawful acts or omissions of third parties,
www.betguns.com not bring the liability of any kind. This is our ability to protect
subscribers in general the users of such illicit activities (eg by interrupting some
assistance and forbidding the in the future etc, after having we have been notified
or have found such behaviors) does not constitute a legal our obligation. Our
company reserves the absolute right to acceptance and continuance of
membership in, such as well as the right to abolish membership in case of any
kind of breaches the terms hereof. To www.betguns.com, within the efforts made
to enhance the visibility and communication of character gives the possibility
users and its subscribers with, to enroll to the service «Newsletter», through
which their we send to e-mail their informative and advertising messages on the
services of our website. In case the user wants be deleted from the service, it can
do so by choosing not to take into more informative material from our company in
the email.
PRIVACY
The IP address is specified by the connection provider through which the
computer of the visitor, user or subscriber has access to the internet and then on
our own website. The IP address is kept for technical reasons and for issues
relating to security of www.betguns.com systems, while utilized even for gathering
statistics. The IP user access to www.betguns.com pages may be delivered to the
police or judicial authorities, only if requested by them, in case that the user is
involved in actions that violates the law. The management and protection of the
personal data matches to the terms of the legislation applicable in Greece and the
European Union. The www.betguns.com has the right, after the consent of the
user or subscriber, to process, collect, record, organize, maintain and store
personal data for the sole purpose of supporting, promoting and improving our
services to our subscribers as well as for statistical purposes. We also inform our
users and subscribers that our company will not communicate or disclose their

personal data to third parties, unless this is imposed by the provision of law or
judicial decision, to which we should comply.
APPLICABLE LAW
These terms of use, as well as any their future amendments, are governed by the
Greek Law, the European Union and International Treaties and always interpreted
in accordance to the rules of good faith, business ethics and social and economic
purpose of the right. In cases where a condition of the present will be cancelled,
such invalidity or cancellation will not affect the validity of the remaining terms,
which will normally remain valid and any cancelled condition will be deleted
immediately by this . Any dispute arising between the Contracting Parties
concerning the interpretation or implementation of these Terms of Use or
because of these Terms of Use, shall be settled by the Courts of Greece during the
current Greek law.

